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ABSTRACT
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Available soil survey information ismainly qualitative. However, there is agrowing need for information
with quantified accuracy. Therefore statistical methodology should be applied to collect and analyse data.
This study concentrates on soil survey usingprobability sampling.Before data arecollected asoil survey
scheme should be designed. In order to develop a decision support system for this design process, we
have started to develop a framework of concepts used during this process. An unambiguous framework
can facilitate communication between parties involved in a soil survey. It is developed by applying two
types of knowledge acquisition: studying the literature and interviewing a statistician with experience
in soil survey.
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PREFACE

The framework ofconcepts for soil survey usingprobability sampling,described in
this report, has been developed within the scope of aproject on the "Development
of a Decision Support System for spatial inventory of soil characteristics" (from
March 1990 to March 1994), which is being funded by the Netherlands Integrated
Soil Research Programme.
Theinitiative for developing the conceptual framework and writing this report was
taken by P. Domburg, who is working on the research project mentioned above as
aPh.D.studentintheDepartment ofComputer Science atWageningen Agricultural
University,andsecondedtotheDepartmentofSurveyMethods ofDLOTheWinand
Staring Centre under the supervision of JJ. de Gruijter.
The authors would liketothank B.J.A. vander Pouw, D.J. Brus (both employed by
DLOTheWinand StaringCentre)andSJ.M.deRee(theNetherlandsCentralBureau
ofStatistics:CBS),for suggestingconstructivechangesinthewaysomeexplanations
are presented.

SUMMARY

Thereisagrowingneedfor soilsurveyinformation withquantified accuracy,whereas
the available pedological information, i.e. information on properties of soil in situ,
is mostly qualitative. Therefore, new requests for pedological information often
require (additional) data to becollected inthefield. Statistical methodology should
be applied to collect and analyse data in order to be able to quantify the accuracy
ofthe survey results. Before datacollection starts asoil survey schemeneeds to be
designed specifying which dataaretobecollected,howthey aretobecollected and
how they are to be analysed statistically. This design requires the effective use of
pedological and statistical knowledge.
This study is part of a project to develop a decision support system for designing
schemes for soil survey on a statistical basis. A framework of concepts which are
specified unambiguously isaprerequisite for developing suchasystem.The aimof
this study is to develop a conceptual framework for soil survey using probability
sampling:todefine the essential concepts and list them based ontheir relationships
within the context of the design process. Examining the use of statistical
methodology, this study focuses ontheuseoftheclassicalsamplingtheory (section
1.3), i.e. soil survey using probability sampling.
Knowledgeacquisitionasusedinthefield ofcomputerscienceknownasknowledge
technology,refers totheprocess ofextracting,structuring andorganizing knowledge
from different sources, usually including human experts, so that it can be used in
a computer program. For this study knowledge was collected by studying the
literature on statistics and soil survey and by interviewing a statistician with
experience indesigning soilsurvey schemes.Twohistoriccasesofsoilsurveyusing
probability samplingaredescribedtoclarify themeaningoftheconceptual framework
in practice.
Theframework consists ontheonehand ofthreemainfactors from wherethedesign
of asurvey scheme starts:aim,constraints andpriorinformation. Onthe otherhand
theframework containsthestructureofasoilsurvey schemewithfour main factors:
plan of action, method ofinference, sample andprior evaluation. Atpresent,not all
elementsoftheframework arealwaysdocumented indetail,buttheyareallimportant
during the design process.
Theconceptualframework hasbeensuccessfully appliedtodescribe23historiccases
ofsoilsurveys.Althoughtheframework concentrates onusingtheclassicalsampling
theory, some of it may be applicable to soil survey in general or to other spatial
sample surveys. The framework may facilitate communication between the parties
involved in a soil survey and is a first step towards a decision support system for
designing soil survey schemes.

1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Objectives
In recent decades there has been a growing need for soil survey information with
quantified accuracy; researchers and those commissioning theprojects arenot only
interested in information about soil, but also in the accuracy of this information.
Answers to requests for pedological information, i.e. information on properties of
soil in situ, cannot always be based on available data stored in soil maps, reports,
ordatabases.Theamountofrelevantinformation isoften toolimited,anduncertainty
or error due to spatial variability of soil properties is often largely unqualified.
Decisionsonlanduse,forexamplenatureconservation, agriculturaluseorresidential
use, often largely depend on pedological information. Given a certain aim, one
endeavoures to make a satisfactory decision. If more accurate information on soil
properties is available, this decision can be improved, and the risk of taking a
decision which is less appropriate can be reduced.
Pedologicalinformation withquantified accuracyisforexamplerelevanttorequests
for environmental protectionpurposes,torequests for landevaluation andtostudies
on soil physics and soil chemistry. The need for pedological information with
quantified accuracycanbefulfilled byapplyingappropriate statistical methodology.
The use of statistical methodology also enables efficient soil survey schemes to be
developed.Theefficiency ofsurvey schemesisdetermined bytwofactors: accuracy
of the results and operational costs. Both these factors are related to the statistical
methodology used.
The available pedological information is often inadequate when dealing with anew
request for information, sothat additionaldatafrequently needtobecollected inthe
field. Ifthe survey isto bedone onastatistical basis then,before thefield workcan
start,aschemeneedstobedeveloped specifying which dataareto becollected,how
they are to becollected, and how they areto be analysed statistically. It is essential
tomakeeffective use ofpedological and statistical knowledge whendesigning such
a scheme, in order to exploit existing resources adequately and to reduce risks of
producing inappropriate information.
This study is part of a project to develop a decision support system for designing
schemes for soilsurveys onastatistical basis.Support ofthisdesign process should
enable and facilitate proper use of existing pedological and statistical knowledge.
The aim of the project is to integrate such knowledge into a coherent computer
system,intendedtosupportdecisionsintheprocessofdesigningsoilsurveyschemes.
A framework of concepts which are specified explicitly and unambiguously is a
principalrequisite for developingsuchasystem(seefor example:Waterman,1986).
As far as we know, such aframework for soil survey does not exist, although with
respect to the statistical part of the framework, descriptions of concepts as used in
general can be found in the literature on statistics (e.g. Cochran, 1977; Krishnaiah
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& Rao, 1988).Inpedology avariety ofconcepts is used, but these concepts are not
always unambiguously defined and consistently used.
Therefore, theobjective ofthestudyreported hereistodefine thoseconcepts which
are essential tothedesign process of soil survey schemes,and list such concepts on
the basis of their relationships within the context of this design process. This
objective induces the following two research issues:
1. to develop a framework: to describe the concepts of the design process of soil
survey schemes, and the relationships that exists between these concepts;
2. to define the concepts explicitly and unambiguously.
This study concentrates on concepts related to a specific type of soil survey: soil
surveyusingprobabilitysampling.Thismeansthatsamplingtheoryisused.However,
some of the terminology is also relevant to other types of soil survey.
The domain of interest in this study is outlined in the following two sections. In
section 1.2 different types of requests for soil survey are delineated, and in section
1.3 the role of probability sampling in soil survey is discussed.

1.2 Requests for soil survey on a statistical basis
Soil may be characterized by many properties showing various degrees of spatial
variation and correlations. Since for most soil properties it is impossible to
continuously observethe whole land surface, soil survey usually aims at describing
ormapping soilproperties from sample data. Usingthe method offree survey,used
to produce multi-purpose soil maps in the Netherlands and elsewhere, surveyors
divide the land into distinct types from observations of various landscape features
(e.g. vegetation, land use or elevation) using prior information (e.g. on geology,
geomorphologyorhydrology)andthendescribeeachtypebysampling atsomesites
(Steur, 1961). Their descriptions mainly contain qualitative information and only
limited information on the variability of soil properties and on the accuracy of the
results of their survey. In order to acquire information onthese topics,data should
becollected and analysed on astatistical basis.Three categories ofrequests for soil
survey on a statistical basis, which influence the choice of the sampling design in
different ways (see below), can be distinguished. Distinctions between these
categories are related to the type of result required (Figure 1).
Requestsfor "how much"
First,thereisademand for studiesconcerninghowmuchofasoilpropertyispresent,
for example requests for estimating values for statistical parameters, such as mean,
variance, orareal proportion, for agiven soilproperty. This is soil inventoryin the
strictest sense; it may be considered as a special type of soil survey. An example
of this kind of soil survey is a study to determine the areal proportion of a region
where the soil is saturated with phosphate. In the case of a single property that is
of interest, the result of the study is a single value for the whole survey region
indicating the areal proportion, accompanied by its quantified accuracy.
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Figure 1.Relations between types ofresults and types ofrequests.

Requestsfor "where"
Second,there is ademand for soil surveys with theemphasis onwherespecific soil
properties are present. Such studies usually result in maps, for example a map
representing the spatial pattern of asoilproperty such as 'organic matter contentof
thetopsoil',or 'moisture supplycapacity'.Thesemapsgivevalues ofsoilproperties
at individual points in the survey region. Of course, the answer to a where request
impliestheanswertoacorresponding howmuchrequest, butthereverseisnottrue.
Generally, answering awhererequest requires greater effort in data collection than
answering a how much request.
The relative importance of how much and where may influence the way in which
data should be collected and analysed, i.e. it can suggest which statistical
methodology seems most appropriate for the design of a soil survey scheme (see
Figure 2). However, it is impossible to divide soil survey requests neatly into how
much and where requests. The distinction is more like a continuum with two
extremes.Inmanycasestheemphasisisononeoftheseaspects,andthen oneaspect
mainly influences the choice of the sampling design.
Requestsfor "howmuch" and"where"
Between these two extreme categories exists a third group of requests that deal
equally with both how much and where. One example is a study of the mean
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phosphate content of the topsoil in aregion which incorporates three large land use
units.If, besides aresultfor thewholeregion,accurateestimations ofthe phosphate
content are also required for each of the land use units, both howmuchand where
have implications for the choice of the sampling design.

1.3 Probability sampling
Asitisunfeasible toobservealldistinguishable elementsinasurveyregion, because
itcoststoomuchtimeandmoney,asamplemustbetaken.Twoadvantages oftaking
a sample are: reducing costs, and increasing speed of survey.
Examining the use of statistical methodology for soil survey, two approaches can
be distinguished: the use of the classical sampling theory (design-based approach)
and theuse of geostatistical techniques (model-based approach) (Särndal, 1978;De
Gruijter & Ter Braak, 1991). In the design-based approach the emphasis is on
answeringrequestsforhowmuchispresent,whereasthemajor strengthofthemodelbased approach lies in determining wheregiven soil properties are present. This is
roughly schematized in Figure 2.
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Figure 2.Emphasis ofdesign-based andmodel-based approach, ondifferent types ofsurvey
requests.

The classical sampling theory has been used in soil survey for many years. During
thelast decades theuseofgeostatistical techniques has increased andknowledgeon
the usefulness of these techniques is expanding (see for example: Journel &
Huijbregts, 1978; Webster & Oliver, 1990). In this study we are concentrating on
adesign-based approachtosoilsurvey.Althoughliteratureontheclassicalsampling
theory focuses on the how much type of surveys, this approach is often also
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applicable for requests on both howmuchand where.Aframework of concepts for
the model-based approach may partly differ from the one described here.
In the design-based approach the concept of population is essential. The term
population means thecomplete set of elements under study in aparticular instance.
In asoil survey thepopulation mayconsist of the complete set ofpossible locations
for observation in the survey region. Values of the soil properties at all locations
are considered to be unknown but fixed, i.e. not random. A subset of elements of
the population is selected for observation and the probability for any subset to be
selected is determined by the sampling design, which also determines whether the
observations are mutually independent. Estimation of parameters is based on the
design and possibly on auxiliary variables.
Thedesign-based approachisalsoreferred toasprobabilitysampling. Cochran(1977:
p. 9) characterizes probability sampling with four mathematical properties:
1.it is possible to define aset of distinct samples, Sl5S2...Sv,which the procedure
is capable of selecting if applied to a specific population. This means that it is
possible to indicate precisely which sampling elements belong to a particular
sample;
2. each possible sample S^ has assigned to it a known probability of selection n^
3. one of the S;s is selected by a random process in which each S; receives its
appropriate probability 7t; of being selected;
4. the method for computing the estimate from the sample is stated and leads to a
uniqueestimatefor anyspecific sample.Itmay bedeclared, for example,that the
estimate is to be the average of the measurements on the individual elements in
the sample.
In the literature on statistics, a survey using probability sampling is often referred
to as asample survey (see for example: Cochran, 1977:p.2-4; Krishnaiah &Rao,
1988:p.47).Here,thetermsampledoesnotmeanasingleobservation elementtaken
in the field, which is also often referred to as asample, but indicates the whole set
of (locations of) the elements tobe observed (see section 3.3).Wewillalsousethe
termsamplesurveythroughouttherest ofthisreport.Theuse ofstatistical sampling
to collect data for survey iscalled surveysampling(seefor example: Krishnaiah &
Rao, 1988: p. 16; Cassel et al., 1977:p. 34).
An important distinctive property of the model-based approach compared with the
design-based approachisthatthesamplingelementsneed notbeselected atrandom.
In contrast, the elements are selected with a special purpose in mind, based on
assumptions ofthespatialdependence ofthe soilproperty inthe survey region.The
existence and modelling of spatial dependence in soils is the central theme of this
approach:observations madeclosetoeach other aremoresimilarthan observations
made further apart. In the model-based approach data are therefore often collected
at a fixed regular grid, while randomness and independence of observation points
are the main characteristics of samples from the design-based approach.
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1.4 Outline
InChapter2wewillexplainhowtheconceptualframework wasdeveloped. Chapter
3presentsthedescription oftheframework and definitions oftheconcepts. Finally,
Chapter 4 explains the advantages and applicability of the framework.
The main terms used in this report and their equivalents in Dutch are summarized
in the Appendix.
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2 PROCEDURE USED TO DEVELOP THE FRAMEWORK

2.1 Overview
The framework of concepts is based on the literature on statistics concerning the
samplingandonpracticalexperience ofsoilsurvey.Since,toourknowledge,aclear
framework and explicit definitions of the concepts, except for general descriptions
of statistical concepts,arenot available inthe literature, knowledge acquisition has
beenused to construct the framework (seesection 2.2).In section 2.3 twocases are
introduced that will serve to illustrate the meaning of the concepts in Chapter 3.
These cases are derived from descriptions of historic cases of sample surveys
executed at the Winand Staring Centre.

2.2 Knowledge acquisition
Two domains of knowledge relevant in the design of soil survey schemes are:
statistical andpedological knowledge. Furthermore,knowledge ofconstructing soil
survey schemes (i.e. knowledge of the design process) utilizing statistical and
pedological knowledge,is also important. Asfar asweknow,no description ofthis
design process exists;theknowledge ofdesigning soilsurvey schemes hasnotbeen
formalized until now. To gain insight into this type of knowledge, a technique of
knowledge acquisition has been used.
The term knowledge acquisition as used in the specific field of computer science
known asknowledge technology,refers totheprocess ofextracting,structuring,and
organizing knowledge from different sources, usually including human experts, so
that itcan beused in acomputer program (Waterman, 1985:p.392).In this project
knowledge wascollected from theliterature, and interview techniques wereused to
extract knowledge from an expert. The two sources from which knowledge was
acquired forthedevelopment oftheconceptual framework ofChapter 3isdescribed
below.
Literature
Generalknowledge ontheclassicalsamplingtheory anddefinitions ofstatisticalterms
arederived from the books of Cassel et al.(1977),Cochran (1977), and Krishnaiah
& Rao (1988). Slight differences in terminology exists between these handbooks;
sometimes no crisp definition is given or a particular specification is indicated as
'recommended use'.Sometimes wehadtochosefrom alternativedefinitions or adjust
adefinition toourframework. Literature onthe application ofstatistical methodology
in soilsurvey contains descriptions of statistical terminology andexamples oftheir
meaning in soil survey (e.g. Webster & Oliver, 1990), but does not provide a
conceptual framework for constructing soil survey schemes.
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Interviewing an expert
Thedevelopment ofasoilsurvey schemecanbeseenasadesignprocess.Atpresent
this process takes place during one or more consultations between aresearcher, or
aresearch group, and astatistician.The statistician conducts theprocess by helping
the researchers to make their aim more explicit and tries to recover all relevant
information. He can be considered as an expert in designing soil survey schemes.
Inordertodescribethedesignprocessandtodiscoverrelevantconcepts,astatistician
with experience in designing soil survey schemes (an expert) was interviewed for
about ten sessions. During these sessions specific questions were asked about the
task of designing a soil survey scheme in order to identify key concepts needed to
find asolution for anygiven case,and to identify the path to asurvey scheme.The
process which starts with a request for a soil survey and ends with a soil survey
scheme was fully considered.
The full texts of the interviews were discussed with the expert and adapted where
necessary. The knowledge was structured and organized from the interviews and
debated withtheexpert.Throughthisinteractiontheknowledgecouldbe formalized,
i.e. crisp descriptions of the concepts, the relations between concepts, and the
structure of the design process could be made.
After the ten exploratory interviews on the process, we described 23 historic cases
of soilsurveyusingprobability sampling doneatDLOTheWinand Staring Centre.
These descriptions wereused tocheck and adjust theframework andto evaluate its
applicability inpractice.Inadditionwewillusethedescriptions ofthehistoriccases
to further analyse the design process and to describe the domain knowledge from
pedology and statistics.
2.3 Two cases of soil survey using probability sampling
Here we discuss the backgrounds and aims of two cases exemplifying soil survey
using probability sampling. More details of these cases are given in the following
chapter. To avoid irrelevant complications and to fit into the limited domain of the
project atlarge,thecasesaspresented inChapter3aresomewhatschematic versions
ofthe original soil surveys.Theoriginal context ofthecases,implemented byDLO
The Winand Staring Centre, is outlined below.
CaseA: Phosphate saturation in the Ootmarsumregion
This case is part of aresearch project commissioned by the Province of Overijssel
(theNetherlands),andaimsatquantifying thephosphate saturation ofcultivated soils
in two regions in the province. The purpose of the project was to quantify the
phosphate saturation in a region representative of eastern sandy regions of the
Netherlands, given aparticular definition of saturation. On ahigher level,resultsof
this studywereusedtosupport decisions onthecontrol ofground and surface water
pollution.
InmanyruralregionsintheNetherlandsthereisalargeproduction ofanimalmanure.
If too much manure is applied the soil becomes saturated with phosphate from the
18

manure.Phosphatethenleachesandpollutesgroundandsurface water.Thephosphate
sorptioncapacityvariesbetween soils.Itisbydefinition (e.g.Schoumansetal.,1988:
p. 201) related to the oxalate-extractable iron (Fe) and aluminium (Al) in the soil,
the density of thesoil, and the depth ofthe Mean Highest Watertable (MHW).The
degreeofphosphatesaturation iscalculated bydividingtheactualphosphatecontent
by the phosphate sorption capacity, both summed over depth to the MHW. If the
phosphate sorption capacity andthe degree ofphosphate saturation are known, this
information can be used to support decisions on the control of ground and surface
water pollution.
Tworegions in Overijssel with contrasting pedological and land use characteristics
were selected to be surveyed. Oneregion,the Ootmarsum region, has partly a high
elevation anddeepgroundwatertables.Roughlythirtypercentofthisregionisforest
with functions for nature conservation. Many valleys cross the region. The other
region, Bentelo-Beckum, has shallower groundwater tables and is intensively used
for agriculture. Both regions consist largely of sandy soils, but in the Ootmarsum
region there are someclay soils.Thespatialinventory wasin both regions confined
to the parts used for agriculture.
Case Aincludes only the Ootmarsum region, because inthefirst instance we prefer
to limit ourselves to sampling asingle population. The survey region includes 2252
ha of agricultural land near the village of Ootmarsum. There are some specific
features that must betaken into account while designing ascheme for asoil survey
in this region for the objectives mentioned above. One feature, related to this
particular survey region, is the presence of dry and wet sub-regions, the latter of
which being relatively small with regard to the whole survey region. Wet regions
are more sensitive to phosphate leaching than dryer ones and therefore accurate
information is especially required about the former. Another feature is that
correlations are assumed toexist between mapunits ofthe available soilmap,scale
1:50000andlandusecategoriesontheonehandandthephosphate sorption capacity
andactualphosphateconcentration ontheother.Boththesefeatures hadanimportant
impact on the design of the survey scheme, apart from the usual constraints
concerning the available budget and required accuracy. A report on this research
project has been written by Hack-ten Broeke et al. (1990).
Case B: Mean Highest Water table in a map unit of the 1:50,000 soil map
This case is derived from the project "National Sampling Map Units, sample 1"
implemented by DLO The Winand Staring Centre. The purpose of the project is to
upgrade the national soil map, scale 1:50 000, by collecting detailed quantitative
information on the spatial variability of soil properties within the map units. The
mentioned map is amulti-purpose soil map.The 62map sheets,mainly subdivided
intoWest andEast,wereproduced bythefree surveymethod (see section 1.2). This
production wasstarted about30years agoandisnownearlyfinished. Themapsheets
have extensive legends and memoirs which contain mainly qualitative information
andonlylimitedquantitativeinformation onthespatialvariability ofsoilproperties;
for exampleDamoiseauxetal.(1990),andVleeshouwer &Damoiseaux (1990).The
project "National Sampling Map Units" aims to satisfy the growing need for soil
information with quantified accuracy by upgrading the existing national soil map.
19

Thefirst sample ofthisproject relates tomapunit Hn21-VI(Veldpodzolgrondenon
groundwater class VI); see Visschers et al. (in preparation).
In the original study, dataon all soil properties generally relevant in sandy regions
werecollected, whereas case Bislimited tocollecting ofinformation ontheMHW.
We arefocusing on inventory studies in which one soil property is of main interest
so that only this single property is to be considered when designing the survey
scheme. We selected only the MHW as aproperty because it is highly relevant to
many other research projects, particularly to environmental and land evaluation
studies.The purpose of case Bis toestimate the spatial mean of the MHW in map
unit Hn21-VI. The survey region contains all delineations onthe 1:50 000 national
soil map classified as map unit Hn21-VI.
The geometry of the survey region, with map delineations of Hn21-VI being
distributed all over the Netherlands, makes it impossible to visit locations in all
delineations.Thiswouldbetootimeconsumingandwouldresultinhightravelcosts.
Besides this constraint, which is related to both logistics and financial aspects, the
available budgetfortheproject islimited and someminimum accuracyoftheresults
isrequired.Theseconstraints allaffect decisionsinthedesign ofthesurveyscheme.
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3 FRAMEWORK OF CONCEPTS

3.1 Overview
The framework of concepts is introduced in section 3.2, outlining the concepts and
their interrelationships. In section 3.3 the concepts are defined and illustrated with
the two example cases of section 2.3.

3.2 Framework
A framework of the factors governing the construction of a soil survey scheme
(Figure 3), and of the elements that make up a survey scheme (Figure 4) is a
necessarytooltodescribe and analysetheprocess ofdesigning survey schemes.The
conceptsintheframework bearaslightresemblancetotheprinciplestepsinasample
surveyasdescribed byCochran(1977:p.4-8),whowritesaboutsamplingtechniques
ingeneral.Aswefocus ontheapplication ofstatistical methodology for soilsurvey,
we need some additional concepts. The order of the concepts is based on mutual
correlations, and on the order in which they appear during the design of a sample
survey.
AIM
- target quantity
- target variable
- survey region

CONSTRAINTS
- accuracy
- cost
- logistics

PRIOR INFORMATION
- spatial variability
- other geographical information

Figure3. Factors governing the
constructionofasoilsurveyscheme.

SOIL SURVEY SCHEME
PLAN OF ACTION
- sampling element
- population
- method of determination
- sampling design
- sampling frame
- selection technique
- instructions for field work
METHOD OF INFERENCE
- method of estimation
- procedure to quantify the accuracy
SAMPLE
PRIOR EVALUATION
- prediction of the accuracy
- prediction of the cost

Figure4.Structureofasoilsurveyscheme.

A soil survey is often only a part of a larger research project. In such a case the
specific aimofthesurvey isembedded intothebroaderpurposes oftheproject. The
21

project purpose of case A is for example to quantify the phosphate saturation in a
regionrepresentative ofeastern sandyregions oftheNetherlands,inordertosupport
the control of ground and surface water pollution. The aim of the survey is more
specifically to determine the arealpercentage ofthe Ootmarsum region, 2252haof
agricultural land, where the soil should be considered as being saturated with
phosphate, given a particular definition of saturation.
In designing a sample survey the possibilities are always bounded by various
constraints. The design of a survey scheme starts with specifying the aim and
constraints of the survey. These two factors will then guide the search for relevant
prior information from previous (soil) surveys, for example maps with legends,
reports and databases.
The design process starts from the available statistical and pedological knowledge,
and from the specifications of the aim, constraints and prior information. The final
result of this process is a scheme specifying:
- the principle steps in organizing survey sampling: plan of action
- the way the data are to be analysed statistically: method ofinference
- the selected set of sampling elements to be observed: sample
- predictions of the accuracy and cost expected to result from implementing the
scheme:prior evaluation.

3.3 Specification of concepts
Theconcepts wedistinguish areclarified below.Definitions oftheconcepts aregiven
withexamplesfrom thecasesintroduced insection 2.3.Sincenostructured approach
to designing and describing soil survey schemes is prescribed, there are large
distinctions between the available information on historic studies. Some concepts
could not berecovered retrospectively due to limited documentation. Descriptions
of constraints and prior information used are hardly ever lacking. Information on
elements of the plan of action, such asthe selection techniques and instructions for
field work are alsorarely reported. Furthermore, aprior evaluation of ascheme for
the survey is never described.
The aim of a survey consists basically of the following three elements.
1. Target quantity
The target quantity is the quantity to beestimated or predicted from the sample
survey data. Examples are: means, proportions (of the region having a given
condition), quantiles, tolerance intervals, and measures of dispersion. Such
parameters canbeestimated from observed values ofelements ofthepopulation.
Note that the whole frequency distribution can also be estimated by calculating
the areal proportions for a sequence of increasing threshold values.
Inthe event of ageostatistical approach to asoil survey, thetarget quantity may
be stochastic and may have different possible values in a given situation. With
sample surveys, the cases considered in this report (see section 1.3), the target
quantity is a parameter.
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Case A:proportion (of theregionwherethesoilshouldbe consideredasbeing
saturated with phosphate).
Case B: mean (spatial mean of theMean Highest Water table in mapunit
Hn21-VI).
2. Target variable
Target variables are soil properties (e.g. highest groundwater, clay content,
moisture supply capacity) of which atarget quantity is to be determined by the
survey. Although their values may be measured, it sometimes suffices to record
them as only present or absent (Webster & Oliver, 1990: p. 6); for example a
certain location inthe field may berecorded asbeing saturated or non-saturated
with phosphate.
Case A:avariable,indicatingfor anygivenpoint intheareawhetherornotthe
degree ofphosphate saturation, defined as theactualphosphate concentration
dividedbythephosphatesorptioncapacity,bothaveragedoverdepthtotheMean
Highest Water table, exceeds 0.25.
Case B: depth of MeanHighest Water table (MHW) in cm.
3. Survey region
Thesurveyregion isthegeographicalregiontobesurveyed.Theboundaries and
location of the region are important here. The survey region may be a three
dimensional body, but also a plane or a line element and, apart from that, may
be spatially contiguous or non-contiguous.
CaseA:2252haofagriculturallandnearthevillageofOotmarsumasindicated
by the authority commissioning of the project.
Case B: all delineations on the 1:50 000 national soil map of theNetherlands
classified as map unit Hn21-VI.
Requests for a soil survey are always accompanied by constraints concerning the
following three aspects.
1. Accuracy
There are two issues to consider with respect to accuracy of the survey result.
First, it may have to meet a minimum requirement. If, for instance, accuracy is
defined asthe Mean Squared Error of estimate, that quantity might be required
not to exceed agiven value. Such aconstraint controls the quality of the result.
This quality can be improved bytaking larger samples, byusing more efficient
sampling designs, or byusing more accurate methods of determination, but any
of these will usually also increase time and cost.
Second, it may or may not be required for the accuracy of the result to be
quantified from thesampledataalone,i.e.withoutrecoursetoassumptions about
thenature of the spatial variation. Such arequirement will diminish the class of
admissible designs.
Decisions on accuracy requirements should bemade bythose who will be using
the survey results.
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CaseA:thesurveyregionconsistsofdryandwetsub-regions, ofwhichthelatter
arerelativelysmallwithregardtothewholesurveyregion.Accurateinformation
is especially required on the wet regions, because these are more sensitive to
phosphate leaching than dryer regions. The accuracy of the result must be
quantifiablefrom the sample data.
Case B: strivefor maximum accuracy given the available budget.
2. Cost
The available budget isalmost always limited. Thecost of aspatial inventory is
mainlydetermined bythesamplingdesign andmethod ofdetermination.Alimited
budget influences the sampling design, and the choice of the method of
determination.
3. Logistics
Athirdcategory ofconstraints arethoseofalogisticalnature.Restricted capacity
of a laboratory, or a limited period in which the field work may be done, are
examples of this category. Such constraints may limit the maximum allowable
sample size, if no additional capacity can be made available.
Allthreecategories ofconstraintsgenerally affect thedesign ofasoilsurveyscheme
by restricting the amount of possible alternatives.
Once aim and constraints have been established, attention should be paid to what
prior information is available from previous studies. We distinguish the following
main categories of prior information.
1. Spatial variability
Information onthe spatial variability ofsoilproperties,i.e.the wayinwhich the
propertiesvaryinspace,cansupportthedesign ofanefficient soilsurveyscheme.
Priorinformation onspatialvariabilityisrequiredinordertopredicttheaccuracy
for a given soil survey scheme. If available, information on the target variable
in the survey region should be used. Otherwise information on a co-variable
known to be related to the target variable, or information about similar regions
elsewhere may beuseful. Someinformation onspatial variability can bederived
from soil maps.
Case A: informationon the spatial variabilityof the target variable (degreeof
phosphatesaturationatpoints)inacomparable surveyregionmaybeuseful.For
caseA informationand experiencefrom acomparablestudy in theProvinceof
Gelderland(Breeuwsmaetai, 1989)couldbeutilized. Ifavailable,information
on spatial variability of co-variables in the region related to the phosphate
sorption capacity could also be used;for example information on theoxalateextractableFe andAl, and on the depth ofMHW. In this study information on
the MHW is derivedfrom the soil map, scale 1:50 000.
CaseB:informationonthespatialvariabilityoftheMHWinsandyregionscould
be useful.
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2. Other geographical information
Apartfrom information onspatialvariability othergeographicalinformation could
also beuseful to set up asoil survey scheme. Examples are:soil maps,land use
maps, (soil) survey data from reports, databases and geographical information
systems,dataonvegetation,geomorphology,etc.Thisinformation mightbeused
in setting up a sampling design. For example, the units on a soil map could be
usedforstratification andsoilsurveyinformation from databasesorreportscould
support the choice of the strata, for example by combining map units, or by
combining units of a soil map and units of aland use map. If information from
executed sample surveys is stored, it could be useful in designing schemes for
future surveys.
Case A: national soil map, scale 1:50 000, map sheet 28 East; land use map;
topographical map.
Case B: national soil map, scale 1:50 000, all map sheets with delineations
classified as map unit Hn21-VI.
The specific answers to various questions arising during the design process can be
regarded as elements of a soil survey scheme. At present such schemes are not
documented in full detail, but the elements mentioned here are all relevant to soil
survey, and will need to be made explicit in the future if the design process is
supported by a computer system.
A soil survey scheme consists of aplan of action (including the chosen sampling
design),themethod of inference, aspecification of the selected sample, and aprior
evaluation of the scheme. Before field work starts all these elements need to be
specified.
The plan of action includes the following items.
1. Sampling element
Sampling elements of interest are defined as all (possible) objects that are
identifiable andthat areelements for themethod ofdetermination. Only asubset
of sampling elements can be observed in sample survey. Examples of sampling
elements in asoil survey are: aparticular soilpit, an auguring, or asoil sample.
Case A: standard auguring to MHW, with a maximum of 1 m.
Case B:standardauguringtoMeanLowestWatertable(MLW),withaminimum
of 1.5 m.
2. Population
The population is the aggregate of sampling elements of interest, existing in a
specified region(thesurveyregion)ataspecified pointintime(duringaspecified
period of time) (Krishnaiah & Rao, 1988: p. 19). In soil survey practice it is
important to distinguish non-soil from soil, because usually only locations
identifiable as soil are of interest for the study. Farmyards, ditches, and roads,
are examples of non-soil.
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The definition of the population of interest must be usable in practice. The
surveyor must be able to decide in the field, without much hesitation, whether
or not an element belongs to the population (Cochran, 1977: p. 5).
Case A: aggregate of allpossible auguringlocations identifiableas soil inthe
survey region of this case.
Case B: similar to case A.
3. Method of determination
The method of determination specifies how the values of the target variable are
determined for given sampling elements, i.e. the method of measurement,
observation orestimation inthe field, laboratory analysis,and sometimes model
calculations using co-variables. It often occurs that one or more co-variables,
correlated with the target variable, are measured instead of the target variable,
because they are cheaper and easier to determine. Values of the target variable
are then to be estimated from the data collected on the co-variables.
Case A: the degree ofphosphate saturation at samplepoints is related tothe
contentof'oxalate-extractableFe andAl, the density of thesoil, and the depth
toMHW. Thecontentofoxalate-extractableFeandAlisdeterminedby laboratory
analysis; informationon the density of thesoil is based on literature (previous
survey). Thegroundwaterlevelinaugerholesshouldbemeasuredthedayafter
auguring. These values should be compared with those at reference tubes (i.e.
with knownvaluesofMHW)measuredonthesameday. ValuesofMHW inthe
survey regioncan be derivedfrom thiscomparison.A regression model should
be used to calculate the degree ofphosphate saturation.
Case B:values ofMHWatsamplepoints arebasedonfield estimationsrelated
toprofile andfield characteristics. These estimations should be corrected by
comparing measurements of the groundwater depth at 18 auger points with
measurements of thegroundwaterdepth at reference tubes (withknown values
ofMHW) in the neighbourhood;both measuredat the instantof MHW-levelin
the reference tubes. The MHW value of a samplingpoint can be estimatedby
linearregressionofthemeasurementsatthatpoint onthoseofareferencepoint
with known values of MHW (seefor example: Van der Sluijs & De Gruijter,
1985).
4. Sampling design
The sampling design is a mathematical function determining the probability of
inclusion in the sample for every possible subset of sampling elements. The
sample sizeisthenumber ofsamplingelements inthesample.Ifthisisfixed and
pre-determined then it is implied by the sampling design, as any subset of a
different size will be assigned probability zero making upthe sample. Different
types of sampling designs can be distinguished, for example simple random
sampling, stratified sampling, cluster sampling (see: Cochran, 1977). All these
typescanbesubdividedintomorespecific designs.Eachdesignhascharacteristics
of its own,for example concerning its usability under specific conditions, orits
applicability to answer a particular request.
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Case A: stratified randomsampling.
Strata: seven combinations of map units of the national soil map 1:50 000,
combined with land use categories (arable, grass) and drainage areas. Total
numberofstrata:26.Design withinstrata:simplerandomsamplingwithequal
probabilities. Allocation tostrata:proportional tosize, howevertwiceasmany
instrata definedas "wet",andatleasttwoper stratum. Totalsamplesize:116.
Case B: stratified two-stagesampling.
Strata:mapsheets.Designwithinstrata:two-stage.Firststage:randomselection
oftwomapdelineationswithreplacementandprobabilitiesproportional tosize
(i.e.areaofdelineations).Secondstage:four points bysimplerandom sampling
and equalprobability. Total samplesize: 264.
5. Samplingframe
A list of all sampling elements in the population used to select elements to be
observed isreferred toasasamplingframe (Krishnaiah &Rao, 1988:p.21).The
term list is to be taken in a broad sense: it may be an enumeration of sampling
elements, i.e. a list in the literal sense, or it may be amap of the survey region
containing allelements ofthepopulation.Nowadays the samplingframe is often
available in machine readable form, for example stored in a database, or in a
geographical information system.
The sampling frame should correspond as well as possible with the population
of interest. In soil survey practice, however, the frame often contains elements
defined as non-soil,and therefore not belonging to the population of interest. If
theframe contains elements of which the non-soilstatus can only be established
in the field, there should be instructions on how to act when such elements are
encountered.
A specific sampling design is related to requirements on the sampling frame.
Efforts should be made to find or construct a sampling frame which fits the
design.Sometimesadesignrequiresmorethanoneframe,forexampleatwo-stage
design mayrequire different frames for selections inthe first and second stages.
Case A: an overlay of soil map, scale 1:50 000 and land use map was usedto
selectthesamplingelements.A topographicalmapwasusedintheofficetocheck
whether the selected elements were located on agricultural land (and not on
roads,farmyards etc.).
Case B:first stage:for eachstratuma list of allmapdelineations belongingto
mapunitHn21-VIwiththeirareas;secondstage: cartographicrepresentations
of the selected map delineations.
6. Selectiontechnique
The selection technique is the operational method by which sampling elements
are selected to be included in the sample, with predetermined probabilities
according to the sampling design. Computerized selection techniques utilize
random number generators to select for example the strata, and the coordinates
identifying the elements to be included in the sample. Generally, selection
according to agiven design can berealized by different techniques, which may
vary in operational usefulness.
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7. Instructionsfor field work
As stated under point 5 the sampling frame is often imperfect. Therefore,
instructions should be given on how to act if sampling elements appear to be
located in non-soil.Furthermore, instructions are desired concerning situations
inwhichanobservationelementisinaccessible (e.g.becauseofcrops).Theways
to register these elements (coding) and those of which the values are outside the
rangeofmeasurement,needtobeestablished before thefield workstarts.Ifother
difficulties areanticipated,theschemesshouldincludeinstructions onhowtocope
with these as well.
Themethodof inference consists ofthemethod ofestimation ofthetarget quantity
and the procedure to quantify the accuracy of the estimator from the sample data
(Krishnaiah &Rao, 1988:p.247).Sometimes anestimatecanbeimproved bymeans
of an auxiliary variable (Krishnaiah &Rao, 1988:p.26),correlated with the target
variable. In such cases the target quantity is for instance estimated by a ratio or a
regression estimator.
Case A:standardformulasfor stratifiedrandomsampling.Theproportion (i.e.the
targetquantity) oftheregionwhere thesoilshouldbeconsideredasbeingphosphate
saturatedcanbeestimatedbytheinformationonthephosphatesaturationatsample
points (seethemethodofdetermination).Calculatingtheproportion iscomparable
with calculating a spatial mean.
Case B: standardformulas for stratified two-stage sampling.
The sample is the random result from applying the selection technique to the
sampling frame. It consists of a specification of the locations of the sampling
elements to be observed. In a soil survey these locations may berepresented ascoordinates on a list or as points on a map.
Thepriorevaluation showsthepredictions ofbothaccuracy andcostofthescheme
proposed. A prior evaluation of the accuracy is based on the sampling design, the
method of determination, the method of estimation, and the prior information on
spatial variability. Thecost of ascheme canbepredicted from the sampling design,
and the method of determination. It is worthwhile evaluating ascheme before field
work starts, so that it is possible to check whether the researchers or those
commissioningtheproject agreewiththescheme.Iftheydisagreewiththepredicted
accuracy or with the cost, the plan can be adapted beforehand, for example by
revising the original constraints.
In the present situation only limited attention is paid to evaluating soil survey
schemes a priori. The constraints are always taken into account during the design
of a scheme and a finally proposed scheme is assumed to fulfil these constraints.
The time and means to compare alternative schemes are generally lacking. When
modelsofcostandaccuracyareavailableabettercomparison ofalternative schemes
is possible.
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4 FINAL REMARKS
In this report a framework for soil survey using probability sampling is described
and specified. Thisconceptual framework has been successfully applied to describe
23historiccases ofsoilsurveys.Thesecases arereferred toashistoricbecausethey
were executed before this framework was developed.
Although theframework concentrates onsoilsurveyusingprobability sampling,i.e.
using the classical sampling theory, part of it may be applicable to soil survey in
generalortootherspatialsamplesurveys.Othermethodsofsoilsurveywillprobably
need additional concepts for their formal description.
Theframework wehavedeveloped may alsofacilitate negotiations concerning aims
and conditions of soil surveys.The absence of clear concepts may cause ambiguity
and confusion amongresearchers,orbetween researchers anddecision-makers (e.g.
policy-makers). The use of unambiguously defined concepts may support effective
communication between all parties involved in a soil survey.
Ifthisframework isusedtoreportonsamplesurveysinsoil,experiencegained from
historic studies could be better utilized in the future.
Apart from the advantages of the framework mentioned above, we intend to use it
to develop a decision support system for the design of schemes for soil survey on
a statistical basis. The availability of a clear framework is one of the principal
requirements for the development of such a system.
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APPENDIX
Terminology: English - Dutch

accuracy
aim
auxiliary variable
constraint
co-variable
estimation
free survey
geographical information
logistics
method of determination
method of estimation
method of inference
pedology
plan of action
population
prior evaluation
prior information
probability sampling
random
sample
sample size
sample survey
sampling design
sampling element
sampling frame
selection technique
soil inventory
soil survey
soil survey scheme
stratum
sub-region
survey region
survey sampling
target variable
target quantity
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nauwkeurigheid
doel
hulpvariabele
randvoorwaarde
covariabele
schatting
vrijekartering
geografischeinformatie
logistiek
bepalingsmethode
schattingsmethode
statistischeverwerkingsmethode
bodemkunde
werkplan
populatie
evaluatievooraf
voorinformatie
het nemen van eenkanssteekproef
aselect
1. steekproef; 2. (grond-)monster
steekproefomvang
steekproefsgewijzeinventarisatie
steekproefopzet
steekproefelement
steekproefkader
selectie-techniek
bodeminventarisatie (striktebetekenis)
bodeminventarisatie (in ruime zin)
bodeminventarisatieplan
stratum
deelgebied
onderzoeksgebied
steekproefname ten behoeve van een
inventarisatie
doelvariabele
doelgrootheid

